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Abstract. The effects of label noise and ambiguity are widespread,
especially for subjective tasks such as bone age assessment (BAA).
However, most existing BAA algorithms ignore these issues. We pro-
pose a robust framework for BAA supporting Tanner & Whitehouse 3
(TW3) method, which is clinically more objective and reproducible than
Greulich & Pyle (GP) method, but has received less attention from the
research community. Since the publicly available RSNA BAA dataset
was annotated using GP method, we contribute additional TW3 anno-
tations. We formulate TW3 BAA as an ordinal regression problem, and
address both label noise and ambiguity with a two stage deep learning
framework. The first stage focuses on correcting erroneous labels with
ambiguity tolerated, while the latter stage introduces a module called
Residual Context Graph (RCG) to conquer label ambiguity. Inspired by
the way human experts handle ambiguity, we combine fine-grained local
features with a graph based context. Experiments show the proposed
framework outperforms previously reported TW3-based BAA systems
by large margins. TW3 annotations of bone maturity levels for a portion
of the RSNA BAA dataset will be made publicly available.

Keywords: Bone age assessment · Noisy label · Graph convolutional
network

1 Introduction

Pediatric Bone Age Assessment (BAA) is a radiological measure of skeletal matu-
rity widely used in the diagnosis of growth disorders and the prediction of adult
height. Common BAA standards are Greulich & Pyle (GP) [6] and Tanner &
Whitehouse (TW2 [15], TW3 [14]). Compared with GP method, TW methods
are more precise and reproducible, which is crucial for monitoring therapy out-
come with endocrine, metabolic, and genetic diseases.
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This paper focuses on the most useful TW3-RUS method, which require
individual assessment for Radius, Ulna, and 11 Short bones (RUS) to determine
their maturity level, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Each maturity level, denoted
from A to I, is assigned a predefined maturity score. The summed maturity
score (SMS) is then mapped to TW-RUS BA according to the subject’s gender.

Fig. 1. (a) Regions of interest associated with the bones considered in the TW3-RUS
standard. (b) The 1st Distal Phalanx ROIs and their maturity levels(denoted F to
I): the first row shows examples matching with TW3-RUS maturity indicators. The
second row shows ambiguous cases that ‘fall between’ two adjacent maturity levels.

One challenge of TW3-RUS BAA is the ambiguity of maturity levels ratings,
as shown in Fig. 1(b). Many cases do not match well the standard TW3-RUS
descriptions, forcing physicians to rely on their own understandings. To make
the ambiguity even worse, X ray imaging defects, rotation or occlusion of hand
bones are not unusual in clinical practices.

Another problem is label noise, due to the tedious nature of manual maturity
level rating. One could suppress label noise by employ multiple annotators per
sample, however, annotation cost would be tremendous. We seek an approach
to work with only one annotation per training sample.

We attack the above challenges with a two stage framework. For the first
stage, we propose a validation guided label correction scheme. Inspired by [1,13],
we prevent model from memorizing noise with large initial learning rate, and
then progressively optimize pseudo labels by utilizing self-supervision signals
from best predictions of learning history. The second stage tackles ambiguous
cases whose maturity level can not be determined within local ROI. We introduce
a Residual Context Graph (RCG) module to exploit hand bones’ overall growth
pattern. With combined local features and RCG context features, our model
achieves Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 0.216 year on a RSNA TW3 test set,
significantly outperforms previously reported TW3-based BAA systems [11,16].
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In summary, this paper has the following contributions:

1. We propose a novel label noise correction scheme called Validation Guided
Label Correction. It fixes obviously erroneous labels and allows the subsequent
stage to focus on harder, ambiguous cases.

2. We propose a graph network module, called Residual Context Graph, to effec-
tively resolve ambiguities in maturity level rating by exploiting the hand
bones’ overall growth pattern.

3. We contribute TW3-RUS annotations of maturity levels for a selected portion
of the RSNA BAA dataset to encourage future research. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first large scale publicly available TW3 annotations.

2 Related Work

Before deep learning era, the BoneXpert method [16] extracted shape, intensity
and texture features to derive ‘intrinsic bone age’, which was then calibrated to
GP or TW Methods. They reported TW2-RUS BAA performance of 0.8 year
standard deviation on 84 clinical images.

Recently, deep learning approaches achieved impressive performance [3,4,
8]. PRSNet [8] achieved GP BAA MAE of 4.49 months on RSNA test set by
mining the relationship among different parts and select the top ranking parts
for BAA. BoNet [4] used local information embedded in keypoint heatmap to
help learn fine-grained features. They reported single model GP MAE of 4.37
months on RSNA test set. Son [11] proposed an end-to-end TW3-based BAA
system and achieved MAE of 0.46 years. Average voting ensembles were used
for TW3 maturity level rating. None of these methods addressed the label noise
and ambiguity issues.

3 Methodology

Our pipeline starts with detecting hand and 13 RUS anchor points. As shown in
Fig. 1(a), TW3-RUS associated ROIs can be deduced from those anchor points
through anatomical relationships. ROIs are then aligned with finger directions
and fed to the Maturity Level Rating Framework. Finally, the estimated maturity
levels are mapped to TW3-RUS BA according to standard rules.

Our Maturity Level Rating framework has two stages: correction of label
noise and learning the Residual Context Graph. In the following sections, we
describe each stage in detail.

3.1 Validation Guided Noisy Label Correction

In this paper, label noise refers to obvious annotator mistakes, while label ambi-
guity refers to the hardness or impossibility to uniquely determine ground truth
labels from images, as discussed in the introduction section. The challenge is,
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how to identify and clean noisy labels, while preserving normal and ambiguous
labels?

Tanaka et al. empirically found [13] that under a high learning rate DNNs do
not memorize noise and maintain high performance for clean data. We confirmed
this observation on our TW3 BAA dataset.

In addition, we have two other observations under high learning rate: firstly,
validation loss fluctuates violently from epoch to epoch. Secondly, even for epochs
with low validation loss, unreasonable predictions occur randomly.

Based on those observations, we design a simple yet effective noisy label
correction algorithm. Firstly, the original one hot label Ynoisy is converted to
discrete Gaussian distribution ˜Ynoisy. Then, under a large learning rate, the
model is trained for N + M epochs (N ≥ 10) as illustrated in Algorithm1. For
the first N epochs, the model is trained with fixed noisy labels ˜Ynoisy to exploit
ambiguity between adjacent maturity levels. For the next M epochs, the model
and Ypseudo label are jointly optimized. We use the MAE loss of bone maturity
levels on validation set, which was independently annotated by two experienced
physicians, to rank model performance. The training set Ypseudo label is updated
as the mean of 10 best model’s predictions Ŷ . The overall loss function for
training set label correction is shown in Eq. 1. Y is ˜Ynoisy for the first N epochs
and Ypseudo label afterwards.

Lcorrection = LKL(Y, Ŷ ) + α · Lmean(Y, Ŷ ) + β · Lvar(Y, Ŷ ) (1)

We perform distribution learning [5] by penalizing KL divergence between
model output Ŷ and label distribution Y . Mean loss and variance loss from [10]
are added to further penalize the deviation of E(Ŷ ) from E(Y ) and avoid over
smoothing predictions.

Algorithm 1. Validation Guided Label Correction
for t = 1, . . . , N do

update θ(t+1) by Optimize on Lcorrection(θ(t), ˜Ynoisy|Xtrain)
if validation set MAE loss < max(best 10 validation set MAE losses) then

update best 10 validation set MAE queue and associated model predictions
end if

end for
Ypseudo label ← Mean(best 10 models’ predictions)
for t = N + 1, . . . , N + M do

upddate θ(t+1) by Optimize on Lcorrection(θ(t), Ypseudo label|Xtrain)
if validation set MAE loss < max(best 10 validation set MAE losses) then

update best 10 validation set MAE queue and associated model predictions
Ypseudo label ← Mean(best 10 models’ predictions)

end if
end for

Our scheme is inspired by [13] but quite different. First, they use the running
average of the last ten epochs’ model predictions as pseudo labels, which means
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the model is prone to confirm its mistakes; in contrast, we persist with the
ten best models’ predictions to ensure supervision signals get better, not worse.
Second, to avoid trivial solution, they add a regularization loss term by assuming
the prior distribution of all classes is known and can be approximated by each
mini-batch, which is not practical for imbalanced bone maturity levels. Our
method, guided by the validation set, completely gets rid of this regularization
loss. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to solve the noisy ordinal
regression problem by combining distribution learning and label correction, while
previous noisy label works are focused on classification.

3.2 Learning Residual Context Graph

According to the feedback of annotators, there are some hard cases caused
by irregular hand poses and abnormal growth, where epiphyses may rotate,
deform or even be partially obscured. Under these circumstances, experienced
experts attempt to take other bones with similar growth patterns for references.
Inspired by this observation, we design a novel module named Residual Con-
text Graph (RCG) which combines local features with relevant context and
enables flexible information flow among RUS ROIs, for robust bone age assess-
ment.

Preliminary Knowledge Recap

Graph Convolution Network. (GCN) was introduced in [9] to perform semi-
supervised classification. The GCN architecture has been proven to generalize
traditional convolution operator to non-Euclidean data quite successfully.

The function form of GCN can be simply written as follows:

X l+1 = f( ̂AX lΘ) (2)

which takes both X l ∈ R
N×C and normalized adjacency matrix ̂A as inputs. Θ ∈

R
C×F denotes a matrix of filter parameters which GCN needs to learn. f denotes

a non-linear operator which activates the convolved feature matrix and yields the
next layer output X l+1 ∈ R

N×F . For numerical stability of repeated applications
of this operator, the original graph matrix A needs to be renormalized. ˜A =
A + IN add self-connections and ˜Dii =

∑

j
˜Aij is the corresponding degree

matrix. Then the renormalization trick is defined as:

̂A = ˜D− 1
2 ˜A ˜D− 1

2 (3)

where ̂A enables information exchange among graph nodes. The linear formu-
lation here is both effective and efficient. By stacking multiple such layers, our
model can learn a rich class of inter-relationships of nodes.
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GCN for Learning Context Graph. In our work, each node of the graph
represents a single RUS ROI and utilizes local features extracted by backbone as
initial information. Then we want GCN to learn a proper information exchange
pattern between these 13 RUS ROIs. We anticipate output features after a stack
of GCN layers include relevant context information for robust maturity level
ratings. For adjacency matrix, we adopt the classical design of fully connected
graph. The overall architecture of stage 2 is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Overall architecture of stage 2. Stack of two GCN layers enables information
exchange among RUS ROIs. GCN context features are combined with local ROI fea-
tures by shortcut connections. Design of RCG follows bottleneck fashion with F1 > F2.
Considering label ambiguity, we apply mean loss, variance loss and KL loss to each RUS
ROI individually and propose a novel total score loss for the whole hand, to achieve
robust and unbiased distribution learning of maturity level estimation.

Resdiual Learning. The popular residual learning scheme is applied to the
design of RCG. We stack two GCN layers and the first GCN layer takes extracted
features as inputs. Features output by the second GCN layer are added together
with the initial input features. We also follow the design of bottleneck in [7] to
make our RCG module light-weighted. For input X ∈ R

N×F1 , we let first GCN
layer to shrink the feature dimension to a relatively small number F2 (F2 < F1)
and then let second GCN layer to expand feature dimension to F1.

Score Loss. Since the level-to-score mapping under TW3 standard is only for
discrete integer levels, we utilize both predicted distribution output by our model
and target distribution generated by DLDL method to compute two expectations
of maturity scores for each RUS ROI. By summing maturity scores for RUS ROI
together, we get total scores for the whole hand. We propose a new loss function
named score loss to penalize L1 distance between predicted scores and target
scores as follows:

Lscore = L1(sumpred, sumtarget), sum =
N

∑

i=1

Ci
∑

j=1

pij ∗ Sij (4)

where N is 13, Ci is the number of maturity levels for bone i, pij denotes
probability for bone i with maturity level j and Sij denotes the corresponding
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scores under TW3 standard. The introduction of score loss forces maturity level
error for each RUS ROI to randomly deviate, but not systematically larger or
smaller.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

All experiments are conducted on the public RSNA BAA dataset, for which
we contribute TW3-RUS annotations. All recruited annotators were radiologists
or pediatricians experienced in TW3 BAA. The RSNA test set and validation
set were fully annotated. Two thousand RSNA training samples were selected
towards balanced GP BA distribution. Six senior physicians independently anno-
tated the test set, to give reliable test results. The validation set was annotated
twice by different physicians. The training set was annotated once per sample.

4.2 Implementation Details

We adopt MMDetection [2] for hand detection and HRnet [12] for RUS keypoint
detection. Random vertical flip and random rotation of ±180◦ are employed for
robustness. To train maturity level rating models, cropped RUS ROIs are aug-
mented by random rotation of ±10◦, random translation of ±10% and random
scaling from 0.9 to 1.1. All ROIs are resized to 256 × 256.

For maturity level rating, Resnet34 is used as backbone with batch size 32.
Adam optimizer with weight decay 0.001 is used. For stage 1, lr = 0.001, N =
40,M = 40. For stage 2 training, lr is set to 0.001 and halves every 40 epochs.
For RCG module, F1 = 512, F2 = 64. LeakyReLU with negative slope 0.2 is
used as activation function. Score loss weight is 0.1.

4.3 Performance

Because there are few TW3-RUS algorithms[11,16] in the literature, we build
a strong baseline using a combined DLDL [5] and MVL [10] method in the
same way as Eq. 1, with α set to 0.5, β set to 0.05. Table 1 shows our method
significantly improves the baseline, with TW3-RUS maturity level MAE reduced
by 23.6% and BA MAE reduced by 25.5%. Recently, Son [11] developed a TW3-
based deep learning system using private data set of 3,344 images. They reported
TW3-RUS BA MAE of 0.46 years but did not report maturity level MAE. The
Performance for each RUS bone is shown in Table 2. Clear improvements are
achieved for all bones except middle phalanx III.

4.4 Ablation Studies

Ablation studies are performed to demonstrate contributions from label correc-
tion (VGLC) module, the RCG module and the Score Loss. Without VGLC,
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Table 1. Results on RSNA test set

Method TW3-RUS method

Maturity level MAE Bone age MAE (year)

DLDL+MVL 0.178 0.271

OURS 0.144 0.216

son [11] N.A 0.46

Table 2. TW3-RUS maturity level rating errors

Method Ulna Radius Metacarpal Proximal Middle Distal

I III V I III V III V I III V

DLDL+MVL 0.218 0.267 0.176 0.231 0.248 0.131 0.152 0.135 0.118 0.146 0.188 0.156 0.152

OURS 0.152 0.221 0.128 0.199 0.208 0.103 0.129 0.119 0.125 0.124 0.131 0.112 0.126

maturity level ratings MAE increases by 20.1% and TW3-RUS BA MAE
increases by 18.4%. With VGLC module, the RCG module can further improve
both metrics by 7.6% and 7.4%. Score loss reduces MAE of BAA by 8.8% with
almost no increase of maturity level MAE (Table 3).

Table 3. Ablation studies

Method TW3-RUS method

Maturity level MAE BA MAE (year)

Ours (VGLC+RCG+ScoreLoss) 0.144 0.216

No VGLC 0.173 (+20.1%) 0.255 (+18.4%)

VGLC: no KL loss 0.168 0.267

VGLC: no mean and variance loss 0.148 0.245

No RCG 0.155 (+7.6%) 0.232 (+7.4%)

No Score Loss 0.144 (+0.0%) 0.235 (+8.8%)

Ablation studies for adjacency matrix design are conducted in Table 4. The
fully connected graph achieves better performance. Our second design, which is
based on prior knowledge and data analysis, connects bones with shared maturity
level descriptions or have large correlation coefficients of normalized maturity
levels.
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Table 4. Adjacency matrix comparison

Method TW3-RUS method

Maturity level MAE Bone age MAE

Full graph 0.144 0.216

Prior+Corr 0.144 0.229

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Robust bone age assessment is important for the diagnosis and treatment of
growth-related diseases of children. In this paper, a Validation Guided Label Cor-
rection scheme and a Residual Context Graph module are presented to address
label noise and ambiguity. Experiments on RSNA test set show the proposed
framework outperforms state-of-the-art TW3 BAA systems by large margins.

Future work will include (1) Unifying TW3 method with GP method in a
single model; (2) Improving model generalization abilities on different data sets.
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